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The regular representation of a restricted direct product of locally compact 
groups is analyzed. Examples of such groups for which the regular representa- 
tions generate various type III infinite tensor product factors are constructed. 
Other related phenomena are considered, with examples. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a locally compact group. It is important to examine R(G), the von 
Neumann algebra generated by the regular representation of G. For all of the 
well-known groups, this algebra is semifinite. For exampIe, if G is unimodular, 
the weight r defined by 
a* *f> = Ilflli 3 fgL’(G) nL2(G) 
gives a faithful normal semifinite trace on R(G). Also, if G is type I, R(G) is 
type I and hence semifinite. Recently, Dixmier and Pukanszky have proved 
that R(G) is semifinite if G is connected. There have apparently been no examples 
in the literature of groups for which A(G) is not semifinite. 
It is of particular importance to find examples of groups generating hyper- 
finite type III factors. One of the easiest ways to construct non-type-I factors 
is by means of infinite tensor products. The analogous construction for groups 
is the restricted direct product, so it is natural to try to construct the desired 
examples by that means. In this paper, we give examples of restricted direct 
product groups whose regular representations generate various hype&rite 
type III factors, and we also give an example of a non-type-I group whose 
regular representation is a type I factor. 
The examples of this paper are evidently the first known examples of groups 
generating hyperfinite type III factors. The first example giving a (nonhyper- 
finite) type III factor is due to Godement; this example and others have been 
announced by Sutherland [7], including new ones which generate hyperfinite 
type III factors. 
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2. RESTRICTED DIRECT PRODUCTS 
We begin by recalling some definitions which have appeared before, in order 
to establish notation. 
(a) Let {Gd: i E I) be a set of locally compact groups with compact open 
subgroups K, C G6 . IfF C I is a finite set, write HF = (nIeF GJ x (nieF K,); 
HP is locally compact, and if E C F, HE is an open subgroup of HF. Let G = 
lick HF. G may be thought of as ((**~g~ *se) E~J G,:g, E Ki for almost all i}. 
G is locally compact, and each HP is open in G. If each Gi is second countable, 
and if I is countable, then G is also second countable. 
DEFINITION. G is called the restricted direct product of the Gi with respect 
to Ki , denoted n&, (Gi , KJ. 
(b) Let{& , pi): i E I} be measure spaces, and let Yi C X, be a measurable 
set with pi(Yi) = 1. If F C I is finite, let (2, , vF) = [nisF (X, , &] X 
[&r (Yi , ,u~)]. (The last product makes sense because (Y, , pt) is a probability 
space.) If E C F, 2, is a measurable subset of 2, , and vF 1 2, = vE . Let 
(X, CL) = l&(2, , v,); X may be thought of as ((e-e xi --*) EH Xi: xi E Yi for 
almost all i}. A subset S _C X is measurable if and only if S n 2, is measurable 
for all F, and p(S) = supr vr(S n 2,). Denote (X, p) by I-I&, (Xi , Yi , pi). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let Gi be locally compact groups with compact open subgroups 
Ki . Let pi be left (right) Haar measure on Gi , normalized so that &KJ = 1. 
Then, ift.~ is dejked by (G, CL) = n’ (Gi , Ki , pi), p is Zeft (r%ht) Haar measure 
on G = n’ (Gi , Ki)- 
(c) Let {Si: i E I} be Hilbert spaces with unit vectors fi E &. If F C I 
is finite, set .& = BiaF Si . If E _C F, embed .%$j into 2FF by 7 t+ 17 @ 
(@&F-E &). Put .@ = liJjJ tip . 
DEFINITION. .8 is called the infinite tensor product of the Zi with respect 
to & , denoted OiEl (& , &). 
If each Z* is separable and I is countable, then .% is separable. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. I?(n’(X, , Yt, pi)) = @ (I?(X, , pi), xyi) under the obsious 
correspondence of functions. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let G = n’ (Gi , KJ. ThenD(G) = @ (P(GJ, xKJ.} 
If Mi is a von Neumann algebra on xi, let i@i be the algebra iWi @ I on 
SF = x< @ [ojzi (%, &)I. Let M be the von Neumann algebra generated 
by {ai: i EI}. 
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DEFINITION. M is called the infinite tensor product of the MS with respect 
to Z( and ei , denoted &, (Mi , tii , 5,). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. IfG = n’ (Gi,K,), R(G) = @(R(G,),L2(Gi),xgi). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let Mi be a factor on &. Then M = @(Mj , &, td) 
is a factor. 
Proof. See [6, Proposition 4.4.2.1. 
If each Xi is separable and Mi is type I, and if I is countable, then M is called 
an ITPFI factor. An ITPFI factor is clearly hyperfinite. Araki and Woods [I] 
gave a rather complete classification of such factors, which we will use in Section 4. 
3. REGULAR REPRESENTATIONS OF LOCAL GROUPS 
In this section, we analyze the regular representation of the (one-dimensional) 
p-adic ax + b group of invertible affine motions of the p-adic numbers. It is 
well known that the regular representation of this group is a type I, factor. 
Here we do the calculations necessary to apply the Araki-Woods theory to 
restricted direct products of such groups. 
Fix a prime p, and let G be the p-adic ax + b group. G = {(b, a): 6 E Q, , 
a E Qn,*k>, and the multiplication is (b, a)(d, c) = (b + ad, ac). Let K be the 
integral points of G, i.e., K = {(b, a): b EZ, , a E&,*). G is a locally compact 
group, and K is a compact open subgroup of G. Write I x 1 for the p-norm of X, 
i.e., x = P’J where Y = inf(m: prnx E i2,). Then K = ((b, a): 1 b j < 1, 
/ a j == 11. We aIso fix a character y on the additive group of Q, , such that ker y 
contains Z, but not l/p. Any other character of Q, is of the form ~Jx) == y(ux) 
for some u E Q, (see [4] for details). 
We will examine the right regular representation p of G. Denote additive Haar 
measure on Q, by p, normalized so that &?& = 1. Then &(x)/l x / is a multi- 
plicative Haar measure v on Q,*, and v(&,*) = 1 - l/p. So, if CL* = 
l/(1 - l/p) Y, CL* is multiplicative Haar measure on QQs*, normalized so that 
p*(Z9*) = 1. Topologically, G = Q, x Q**, and p x p* is a right Haar 
measure on G, normalized so that p x p*(K) = 1. If f EQ(G), set f&y, x) = 
Y(UY) JQJW ~(-4 4-44. Then 
= Y(UY) Q( w, ax) r(-u(w - bx)) 44~) = r(uW.f,(~, ax>. 
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Let pu be the representation of G on Hu given by [p,(b, a)f](y, X) = 
~(icbx)f(y, 4 Then pu = indaBrc ymu 
Since f(r, 4 = Ji,&n 4 4(f4 
is an irreducible representation of G. 
we have written L2(G) = Jo, Xu C+(U), 
p(G) = so, pu +(u). Let fu(x) = f,(O, u%). Then T,:f, -+ fu is a unitary 
map of Xu onto L2(Q,*) intertwining pu with the representation r on Lz(Q,*) 
given by [@, a)fl(~) = #~)f(ux). Let T = Jog T, C+(U). Then T is a unitary 
map of L2(G) onto so L2(Qe,*) C&(U), and p = so r &(zl). Using the standard 
identification of Jo,i2(Qg*) &(zJ) with L2(QJ &J L2(Q,*), we may identify 
L2(G) with L2(Q,) @ Ls(Q,*), with p = I @ r. 
Let us see how the characteristic function x = X~ of K transforms. x(y, x) = 1 
if)yl<l,Ixj=l;~(y,X)=Ootherwise. 
LEMMA. $Jy, x) = y(zcy) ;fu EZ~, x~Z,*;$Jy,x) = 0 otherwise. 
Proof. jgy, $1 = Y(UY) JQg XC% x) y(--u4 4&). If  I x I z 1, X(& 4 s 0, 
so gu(y, x) = 0. Suppose ) x 1 = 1. Then fu(y, x) = y(uy) Jz, y(--us) C+(X). 
If u EZ, , the integrand is identically 1 (since ker y contains Z,), so f&, x) = 
y(uy). If u $Z, , y-y-u is a nontrivial character on the additive group Z, , so 
Jz, ~(-4 4.44 = 0 b y orthogonality of characters. 
So z%(x) = f2((0, Z&X) = 1 if 1 II / = ) x j < 1; au(x) = 0 otherwise. Let 
I,, cL2(Qg) be the characteristic function of {u: 1 u ( = p-“1; Let 7n EL’(Q~*) 
be the characteristic function of (x: / x ) = $J-“}. 11 f, )I2 =p-“(1 - l/p), I/ qn 11 = 1, 
and, under the correspondence La(G) c L2(Qp,) @ L2(Q,*) given above 
x = cn”.., I?2 0 %a * If An = p-“(1 - l/p), and 5, = &/II f, II, then x = 
C,“, A:‘“(& @ QJ, a standard diagonal expansion for x. Thus, in the language 
of [l], Sp(xK I R(G)) = (P-V - I/P): fi 2 01. 
4. REGULAR REPRESENTATIONS OF PRODUCT GROUPS 
We can now put together the local groups studied in the last section to form 
restricted direct product groups whose regular representations generate various 
ITPFI factors. 
Let {pi> be an arbitrary sequence of primes, not necessarily distinct. Let Gi 
be the p,-adic ax + b group, Ki the corresponding compact open subgroup, and 
‘TP,)) = II’ (G 9 K>. 
THEOREM 4.1. M = R(G((p,})) is Q type I factor if x l/p, < cc, a type III 
ITPFI factor ;fC l/p, = CO. 
Proof. M is an ITPFI factor; we apply the formulas of [l, p. 611. From 
Section 3, Sp(xAi 1 R(Gi)) = (~~“(1 - I/p,): TV > 0}, SO A, = p~‘(l - (I/p,)). 
Using formula (1): 
Cll-“i~l=c~l-(~-~)~=I:~~ 
soMistypeIifandonlyifCl/p, < co. 
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Suppose C l/p, = co. Xi, = 1 - (1 /pi) 3 4 for all i, so we may use formula 
(3): take C = 1. Then 
SO M is type III. 
Remark. G((p,}) is never type I (see [3], or [5, p. 170]), so using this theorem 
we can construct non-type-I groups whose regular representation is a type I 
factor. 
The easiest group to analyze is the case where pi = p for a fixed prime p, all i. 
Denote this group by GQm. 
THEOREM 4.2. R(G,“) is a type III,,, ITPFI factor. 
Proof. To calculate r,(R(G,“)), apply [I, Lemma 9.21. r,(R(G)) just consists 
of ratios &/hi, , i.e., r,(R(G)) = (0) u { p”: n E ii!}. 
A III, factor can also be constructed easily: if p # q, R(G,” x GQm) is a 
tensor product of a III,,,, , and a III,,, factor, which is a III, . 
It seems that III,, and III, factors should be constructible from products of 
p-adic ax + 6 groups by taking a sequence of primes which increases at a 
certain rate, and then repeating each one often enough to insure a type III factor. 
For example, if a III, is desired, a sequence of primes (pi> should be chosen with 
Pi, M h-lp, for each i. But to obtain a good enough approximation, one must 
deal with difficult questions concerning the distribution of primes. A fairly weak 
approximation theorem of this sort is proved below, but it is not strong enough 
to give a III, . It is evident that R(G({ p,})) is almost always a III, factor. 
We now want to examine the ax + b adele group G(( pi}), where pi is the i’th 
prime. (This definition is not quite standard; there is usually an additional factor 
consisting of the real ux + b group. The results will be the same for either group.) 
We need an approximation lemma. Let n(x) denote the number of primes less 
than X. The prime number theorem then states that 
lim rr(x) log ’ --= . 1 
2+a2 X 
LEMMA 4.3. Let Y > 0, E > 0 befixed. Then lim,,, [?T((T + c)x) - rr(rx)] = co. 
In fact, for x sufitimtly Zurge, r((r + E)X) - TT(YX) > 6x12 log x. 
Proof. From the prime number theorem, 
lim 
( 
fl((r + ‘)X> log@ + 6)X 7+x, log TX 
(r + c)x 
_-A =o. 
YX ) 
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Expanding the logs, 
The last two terms are negligible for large x, so 
Iirn 
( 
n((y + +> log x _ +x> log x zzs 
(7 + 4X YX 1 
0 
We may remove the (Y + 6) from the denominator; the limit is still 0. 
lim 
i 
[T((Y + l )x) - 7r(rx)] + - E 44 1% x = 0 
YX 1 
1 = lim ?T(yx) log yx = lim W(YX) log x + 
?i-(TX) log Y = lim .“(“> log ’ 
YX ( YX YX i YX 
since the second term does to 0. 
Thus, 
lim[rr((r + l )x) - 7r(rx)] * = lim E “‘(rx!? x = 6. 
So, for x sufficiently large, 
[7r((Y + c)x) - 7+x)] * > f  , 
i.e., 
77((Y + 6)X) - 7r(YX) > 
-nz$ 
THEOREM 4.4. R(G) is a III, ITPFI factor, where G is the ax + b adelegroup. 
Proof. Since C I/p., = co R(G) is type III. We calculate r,(R(G)) from the 
definition [l, p. 611. Tak e a fixed Y > 0; we will show that Y E v,(R(G)). For 
each n, let qan be the first prime of the form p,,,, which is larger than rp,,, , and 
let L = l P2, , q2& W e need to choose the p’s with even subscripts and the p’s 
with odd subscripts in order to insure that the I, are disjoint.) From Lemma 4.3, 
for any E > 0 there is an N such that, for n > N, YP,, < q2n < (Y + e)Pzn . 
Thus 
lim Y - d&E- =o* n-t@= P 2n 
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In the notation of [l], 
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SP(W7J I WW)) = jp;X (1 - $--)(l - -+--): i,j 3 01 * 
Set 
vn the obvious bijection. If 
42% =-----) 
pm 
SO 
Since rpan d q2n < 2rp,, for n large, 
1 -(l--)(I-+:;-I_ 
4278 P 2n 42n 8rp27l 
for n large. So 
So r E r,(R(G)). 
One can verify by gruesome calculation that the same result holds in n dimen- 
sions: if G is the n-dimensional ax + b adele group (i.e., G is the semidirect 
product of An by G&(A), where A is the usual ring of adeles), then R(G) is 
a III, ITPFI factor (see [2] for details). 
5. OTHER RESULTS 
Let us examine the modular function of a restricted direct product, and its 
kernel. Let G = n’ (G, , Ki), and let 6, , aGi be the modular functions of G 
and Gi , and H = ker 6, , Hi = ker 6,i . For g = (***gi ***) E G, 6,(g) = 
n acj(gi); the product makes sense because gi E Ki C Hi for almost all i. 
However, it is not true in general that H is the group generated by the H, . 
It could be larger if there is cancellation between the coordinate modular 
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functions. For example, if G = G,w, the kernel of the modular function is quite 
large, and not too easy to understand. 
But if G is the ax + b adele group, the situation is much nicer; we are taking 
a product over different primes. (Here we must definitely leave off the real 
factor.) The range of the modular function of Gi is (pi”), so by unique factoriza- 
tion there can be no cancellation in the modular function of G. 
G = ((b, , a,): ( bi ( < 1 for almost all i, ( ai ) = I for almost aI1 i}, 
H = {(b, , ui): 1 bd 1 Q 1 for almost all i, 1 a, 1 = 1 for all i). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. H = ker 6, is a type I group. 
Proof. H is a semidirect product of an abelian group, the ordinary adele 
group (II,’ 0% , W, by a compact group (nI,Z,*); such groups are well 
known to be type I. 
This example is in contrast to a result of Sutherland [7]: if S,(G) = iw, , 
then G is type I if and only if ker 6, is type I. 
The groups G({P& are interesting in other ways. For example, if G is such 
a group, then G is not type I (in fact, C*(G) is NGCR); however, every character 
of C*(G) is type I, and there are enough characters to separate the points of 
C*(G). A thorough study of the factor representations of G, including a deter- 
mination of all characters of C*(G), is found in [3]. 
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